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Purpose: Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) and autism spectrum disorders (ASD) may share 

genetic and environmental risk factors. We examined whether parental IBD is associated with 

an increased risk of ASD in offspring.

Methods: We conducted a registry-based nationwide cohort study including children born alive 

in Denmark from January 1, 1994 to December 31, 2009, with follow-up throughout 2010. IBD in 

parents and ASD in offspring were identified using inpatient and outpatient hospital diagnoses. We 

computed risk of ASD and crude and adjusted incidence rate ratios (aIRRs) with 95% confidence 

intervals (CI) using Cox proportional-hazards regression. We evaluated the risk of ASD according 

to maternal and paternal IBD, and separately for maternal and paternal Crohn’s disease (CD) and 

ulcerative colitis (UC). Children with parents free of IBD were the comparison cohort.

Results: We identified 1,005,330 children during the study period. Among them, 11,888 (1.2%) 

had a parent with IBD and 8,087 (0.8%) had a diagnosis of ASD during up to 17 years of 

follow-up. The 10-year risks of ASD were 0.7% among children of parents with IBD and 0.9% 

among children of parents without IBD. The aIRR for ASD among children with parental IBD 

was 0.8 (95% CI: 0.6–1.0), and results were similar regardless of parent of IBD origin or whether 

a parent had CD or UC. The estimates were similar for different ASD subtypes.

Conclusion: We found no evidence of an increased risk of ASD among children born to 

parents with IBD.

Keywords: autistic disorder, children, cohort study, epidemiology, inflammatory bowel 

 disease, parents

Background
The prevalence and incidence of both inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) and autism 

spectrum disorders (ASD) have been increasing through the past decades. During 

the first decade of the 2000s, the prevalence was up to 0.3% for Crohn’s disease 

(CD) and 0.5% for ulcerative colitis (UC) in Europe.1 ASD now affect up to 1.1% of 

children in Western countries.2,3 The two diseases may share genetic loci,4,5 whereas the 

rapid contemporaneous rise in the occurrence of IBD and ASD suggests that the two 

conditions may also share environmental risk factors. For example, there is emerging 

evidence that endocrine-disrupting compounds may cause immune system abnormali-

ties or affect brain function by altering zinc homeostasis.6–10 Furthermore, maternal 

IBD may cause ASD in offspring through brain reactive maternal antibodies exerting 

a negative impact on fetal neural development.11,12 A recent study suggested that anti-

brain antibodies are associated with autoimmunity and are increased in mothers of 

children with ASD.13
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Several studies linked parental autoimmune diseases to 

ASD in offspring,14–19 including three studies examining the 

association of ASD with parental IBD.16,17,19 Taken together, 

the evidence from these three studies remains inconclusive, 

whereby two of the studies suggested an association,17,19 while 

one – the largest – did not.16

To further explore the association between parental IBD 

and risk of ASD in offspring, we conducted a population-

based nationwide cohort study using prospectively  collected 

data from medical registries in Denmark. Besides  examining 

ASD as the overall outcome, we also examined ASD 

 subtypes. To our knowledge, this study is the largest to date 

to examine this association.

Methods
setting and population
For this nationwide cohort study, we identified all chil-

dren born alive in Denmark from January 1, 1994 to 

December 31, 2009 as recorded in the Danish Medical Birth 

Registry (DMBR).20 The DMBR has recorded all births in 

Denmark since 1973 and stores data on child, mother, and 

father. Fathers who were not identifiable through the DMBR 

were identified from the Danish Civil Registration System. 

We linked individual-level registry data from children and 

their parents using the civil personal registration number 

(CPR number), a 10-digit unique identifier assigned at birth 

or immigration and used in all public records.21 To ensure 

a minimum of 2 years’ availability of data on parental 

medical history, we excluded children whose parents had 

been residents of  Denmark for less than 2 years before the 

child’s birth.

Data on iBD
From the Danish National Registry of Patients (DNRP), we 

obtained information on paternal IBD diagnoses recorded 

before the relevant pregnancy and maternal IBD diagno-

ses recorded before or during the relevant pregnancy. The 

DNRP has recorded all inpatient hospitalizations at non-

psychiatric public hospitals in Denmark since 1977, and 

emergency and outpatient contacts since 1995. Diagnoses 

have been coded using the 8th revision of the International 

Classification of Diseases (ICD-8) until the end of 1993 

and the 10th revision (ICD-10) thereafter. We defined IBD 

as a hospital diagnosis of CD or UC. For parents with 

records of both CD and UC, we assigned the IBD type 

according to the latest-recorded diagnosis. In a validation 

study, the completeness of the regional hospital system 

using the pathology data as a reference standard was 94% 

for both CD and UC. The  positive predictive values (PPVs) 

of DNRP-recorded  diagnoses compared to the pathology 

data and clinical criteria in medical records were 97% for 

CD and 90% for UC.22

Data on asD
Children with suspected autism are referred to a child 

psychiatry clinic for a diagnostic workup. We collected 

data on ASD in children from the Danish Psychiatric 

Central Register (DPCR). The DPCR was established as 

a nationwide register in 1969 and contains information on 

psychiatric hospitalizations in Denmark. Since 1995, all 

outpatient visits have been included as well. ICD-8 was used 

before 1994 and ICD-10 thereafter to code the diagnoses.23 

We defined ASD as a diagnosis of infantile autism, atypi-

cal autism, Asperger syndrome, or pervasive development 

disorder not otherwise specified. The PPV of the diagnostic 

coding of ASD in the DPCR for the relevant study period 

was 94% when compared to a standardized coding scheme 

based on medical records.24,25

Data on covariates
From the DMBR, we obtained information on year of birth, 

sex of child, mode of delivery, gestational age, birth weight, 

multiple gestation, mother’s and father’s age at the time of 

their child’s birth, and maternal smoking during pregnancy. 

From the DPCR, we obtained information on parental his-

tory of psychiatric disorders, defined by at least one of the 

following diagnoses before the relevant birth: schizophrenia 

or other paranoid psychoses; mood disorders; nervous condi-

tions and personality disorders; and ASD.26–30

All diagnostic codes are provided in Table S1.

statistical analyses
The children were followed from birth until the date of ASD 

diagnosis, emigration, death, or December 31, 2010, which-

ever came first. We examined distributions of  children’s 

characteristics at birth according to parental CD and UC 

status. Next, we calculated incidence rates of ASD and esti-

mated the 3- and 10-year risk of ASD according to parental 

IBD status, with death as a competing risk.31 Using Cox 

proportional-hazards regression, we computed crude and 

adjusted hazard ratios with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) 

as estimates of crude and adjusted incidence rate ratios (IRRs 

and aIRRs) for ASD. We examined children in groups with 

IBD, CD, or UC in either parent, only in the mother, or only 

in the father. Children with no parental history of IBD served 

as the reference group for all comparisons. The IRRs were 
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adjusted for year of birth, child’s sex, mother’s and father’s 

age at delivery, multiple gestation, maternal smoking during 

pregnancy, and parental psychiatric disorders.

To remove the potential effect of ASD family cluster-

ing, we repeated the analyses described above restricted to 

first-born children. Furthermore, we examined the different 

ASD subtypes as separate outcomes: infantile autism, atypi-

cal autism, Asperger syndrome, and pervasive development 

disorder not otherwise specified. Children who had more than 

one ASD subtype diagnosis were included in the analysis for 

each subtype. The assumption of proportional hazards was 

met according to a graphical assessment.

We used Stata software to analyze the data (v12; StataCorp 

LP, College Station, TX, USA). The study was approved by the 

Danish Data Protection Agency (record no 2013-41-1790).

Results
The study cohort included 1,005,330 children (51% male). 

A total of 11,888 (1.2%) had a parent with IBD; CD accounted 

for 4,302 (36%) of all IBD cases among the parents.  Parental 

history of a psychiatric disorder was more prevalent in  children 

with parental IBD than in children without. Children born to 

parents with UC tended to have older parents than children 

of parents with CD and children of parents without IBD. 

 Furthermore, maternal smoking during pregnancy was more 

prevalent among children with parental CD than among 

 children with parental UC or no parental IBD (Table 1).

During the maximum of 17 years of follow-up, 

8,087 children (0.8%) received a diagnosis of ASD, including 

62 (0.5%) children with parental IBD. Median follow-up time 

was 8.9 years. Median age at ASD diagnosis was 6.2 years 

for children with parental IBD and 7.9 years for children 

without parental IBD. The risk of ASD in the first 3 years 

of life was 0.03% among children with IBD in a parent, and 

0.05% among children without. The corresponding 10-year 

risks were 0.7% and 0.9%, respectively.

Overall, the IRR for ASD in offspring associated with paren-

tal IBD was 0.8 (95% CI: 0.6–1.1) and remained unchanged 

after adjusting for covariates (aIRR: 0.8, 95% CI: 0.6–1.0). 

Estimates did not vary according to which parent had IBD, 

whether they had CD and UC (Table 2), and were similar when 

restricted to first-born children (results not shown).

Pervasive development disorder not otherwise speci-

fied was the most frequent ASD subtype recorded among 

the children. The aIRRs according to the subtypes of ASD 

were similar to those of the overall results except for a weak 

apparent association between paternal IBD and infantile 

autism (Table 3).

Discussion
In this large nationwide cohort study of more than one million 

births, we found no evidence of an increased risk of ASD in 

offspring of parents with IBD. Therefore, based on these study 

findings, a common disease pathway based on shared risk fac-

tors is unlikely. The overall estimates even suggest an inverse 

association between parental IBD and ASD risk in offspring.

Although previous studies have focused on the asso-

ciation between any parental autoimmune disease and 

Table 1 Characteristics of children born in Denmark during 
1994–2009 according to parental iBD, n=1,005,330

Characteristics Parental CD 
(n=4,302)

Parental UC 
(n=7,586)

No  
parental IBD 
(n=993,442)

n (%) n (%) n (%)

Parental IBD
Maternal 
Paternal

2,611 (60.7) 
1,691 (39.3)

4,089 (53.9) 
3,497 (46.1)

– 
–

Year of birth
1994–1999 
2000–2004 
2005–2009

1,075 (25.0) 
1,393 (32.4) 
1,834 (42.6)

2,025 (26.7) 
2,537 (33.4) 
3,024 (39.9)

384,742 (38.7) 
306,827 (30.9) 
301,873 (30.4)

Sex of child
Female 
Male

2,081 (48.4) 
2,221 (51.6)

3,752 (49.5) 
3,834 (50.5)

483,555 (48.7) 
509,887 (51.3)

Mode of delivery
Vaginal 
Cesarean section

3,114 (72.4) 
1,188 (27.6)

5,687 (75.0) 
1,899 (25.0)

815,705 (82.1) 
177,737 (17.9)

Birth weight (g)
,2500 
2500–3499 
$3500 
Missing

282 (6.7) 
1,967 (45.7) 
2,040 (47.4) 
13 (0.3)

453 (6.0) 
3,226 (42.5) 
3,867 (51.0) 
40 (0.5)

51,619 (5.2) 
412,183 (41.5) 
525,018 (52.9) 
4,622 (0.5)

Gestational age (weeks)
,37 
37–41 
$42 
Missing

345 (8.0) 
3,731 (86.7) 
214 (5.0) 
12 (0.3)

609 (8.0) 
6,463 (85.2) 
477 (6.3) 
37 (0.5)

62,896 (6.3) 
851,351 (85.7) 
73,468 (7.4) 
5,727 (0.6)

Mother’s age at child’s birth (years)
,25 
25–34 
$35

463 (10.8) 
3,292 (76.5) 
547 (12.7)

568 (7.5) 
5,905 (77.8) 
1,113 (14.7)

132,701 (13.4) 
746,095 (75.1) 
114,646 (11.5)

Father’s age at child’s birth (years)
,25 
25–34 
$35

232 (5.4) 
2,986 (69.4) 
1,084 (25.2)

245 (3.2) 
5,040 (66.4) 
2,301 (30.3)

62,659 (6.3) 
680,175 (68.5) 
250,608 (25.2)

Multiple gestation 159 (3.7) 316 (4.2) 40,515 (4.1)
Parental history of 
psychiatric disorder

149 (3.5) 243 (3.2) 23,784 (2.4)

Maternal smoking during pregnancy
no 
#10 cigarettes/day 
.10 cigarettes/day 
Missing

3,153 (73.3) 
743 (17.3) 
235 (5.5) 
171 (4.0)

6,285 (82.8) 
817 (10.8) 
210 (2.8) 
274 (3.6)

755,672 (76.1) 
159,583 (16.1) 
40,790 (4.1) 
37,397 (3.8)

Abbreviations: CD, Crohn’s disease; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; n/N, 
number of children; UC, ulcerative colitis; n/N, number of children. 
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ASD in offspring,14–19 some reported estimates separately 

for parental IBD. Mouridsen et al, using Danish data on 

infantile autism diagnoses from 1960–1984 (111 cases and 

330 controls), reported a nine-fold increase in the risk of 

infantile autism in children with maternal UC (odds ratio 

[OR]: 9.1, 95% CI: 0.9–88.8);17 however, this estimate is 

imprecise and is compatible with both the presence and 

absence of an association. In a registry-based study including 

1,227 cases of ASD and 30,925 controls born in 1977–2003 

in Sweden, Keil et al reported an odds ratio of 1.2 (95% 

CI: 0.6–2.5) associated with maternal IBD, after adjust-

ment for the child’s age, sex, hospital of birth, and parents’ 

country of birth and age.19 Estimates for CD and UC were 

not reported. Atladóttir et al, in a cohort study of 689,196 

Danish children born in 1993–2004, found no increased risk 

of ASD associated with CD (aIRR: 0.96, 95% CI: 0.62–1.41) 

or UC (aIRR: 1.02, 95% CI: 0.75–1.36) in a parent or a 

sibling when adjusting for calendar year, place of birth, and 

parents’ age at time of childbirth, age at ASD diagnosis, and 

its interaction with sex.16 Nor did Atladóttir et al find an 

increased risk for infantile autism among children who had a 

sibling or parent with CD (aIRR: 0.93, 95% CI: 0.40–1.81). 

For UC in parents or siblings, the corresponding aIRR was 

1.41 (95% CI: 0.87–2.16), with similar results for mater-

nal and paternal UC.16 Overall estimates for risk of ASD 

in our cohort study, conducted on an overlapping – but 

larger – population, confirm and extend the overall findings 

by Atladóttir et al. At the same time, both studies suggested 

an association between parental IBD and infantile autism, 

although in our study it was seen only for paternal IBD. 

Given the overlapping samples and lack of an overall asso-

ciation, this may represent a chance finding.

Table 2 Incidence rates and crude and adjusted incidence rate ratios for ASD in Danish children born during 1994–2009, according 
to parental iBD status, (n=1,005,330)

Parental IBD N Children with ASD (n) IR (per 10,000 PY) Crude IRR (95% CI) Adjusted IRRa (95% CI)

no parental iBD 
Parental iBD 
• Maternal iBD

993,442 
11,888 
6,700

8,025 
62 
31

9.0 
6.8 
6.0

1.0 (ref) 
0.8 (0.6–1.1) 
0.7 (0.5–1.0)

1.0 (ref) 
0.8 (0.6–1.0) 
0.7 (0.5–1.0)

• Paternal iBD 
Parental CD 
• Maternal CD 
• Paternal CD 
Parental UC 
• Maternal UC 
• Paternal UC

5,188 
4,302 
2,611 
1,691 
7,586 
4,089 
3,497

31 
22 
12 
10 
40 
19 
21

7.9 
6.8 
6.1 
8.1 
6.8 
5.9 
7.8

1.0 (0.7–1.4) 
0.8 (0.6–1.3) 
0.7 (0.4–1.3) 
1.0 (0.5–1.8) 
0.8 (0.6–1.1) 
0.7 (0.4–1.1) 
0.9 (0.6–1.4)

0.9 (0.6–1.3) 
0.8 (0.5–1.2) 
0.7 (0.4–1.2) 
0.9 (0.5–1.7) 
0.8 (0.6–1.1) 
0.7 (0.4–1.1) 
0.9 (0.6–1.4)

Note: aAdjusted for year of birth, sex, mother’s and father’s age at child’s birth, multiple gestation, maternal smoking during pregnancy, and parental history of psychiatric 
disorders.
Abbreviations: ASD, autism spectrum disorders; CD, Crohn’s disease; CI, confidence interval; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; IR, Incidence rate; IRR, incidence rate 
ratio; N/n, number of children; PY, person-years; Ref, reference; UC, ulcerative colitis.

Table 3 Association between parental IBD and type of ASD in offspring

Infantile autisma Asperger syndromea Pervasive development  
disorder not specifieda

Atypical autisma

Events  
(n)

Adjusted  
IRRb (95% CI)

Events  
(n)

Adjusted  
IRRb (95% CI)

Events  
(n)

Adjusted  
IRRb (95% CI)

Events  
(n)

Adjusted  
IRRb (95% CI)

no parental iBD 2,787 1.0 (ref) 2,023 1.0 (ref) 3,374 1.0 (ref) 913 1.0 (ref)
Parental iBD 33 1.1 (0.8–1.6) 12 0.7 (0.4–1.2) 23 0.7 (0.5–1.0) 5 0.6 (0.2–1.4)
• Maternal iBD 15 0.9 (0.5–1.5) 6 0.6 (0.3–1.3) 13 0.7 (0.4–1.2) 2 0.4 (0.1–1.6)

• Paternal iBD 18 1.4 (0.9–2.2) 6 0.8 (0.3–1.7) 10 0.7 (0.4–1.3) 3 0.8 (0.3–2.5)
Parental CD 
• Maternal CD 
• Paternal CD

10 
5 
5

0.9 (0.5–1.8) 
0.8 (0.3–1.8) 
1.2 (0.5–2.9)

4 
4 
2

0.7 (0.2–1.7) 
0.5 (0.1–2.0) 
0.8 (0.2–3.3)

10 
7 
3

0.8 (0.5–1.6) 
1.0 (0.5–2.0) 
0.7 (0.2–2.1)

1 
– 
1

0.3 (0.1–2.3) 
na 
0.9 (0.1–6.1)

Parental UC 
• Maternal UC 
• Paternal UC

23 
10 
13

1.2 (0.8–1.8) 
1.0 (0.5–1.8) 
1.5 (0.9–2.5)

8 
4 
4

0.7 (0.3–1.3) 
0.6 (0.2–1.6) 
0.7 (0.3–2.0)

13 
6 
7

0.6 (0.4–1.1) 
0.5 (0.2–1.2) 
0.7 (0.3–1.5)

4 
2 
2

0.7 (0.3–1.9) 
0.7 (0.2–2.6) 
0.8 (0.2–3.1)

Notes: aChildren who have more than one ASD subtype diagnosis are counted according to each subtype; badjusted for year of birth, sex, mother’s and father’s age at child’s 
birth, multiple gestation, maternal smoking during pregnancy, and parental history of psychiatric disorders.
Abbreviations: ASD, autism spectrum disorders; CD, Crohn’s disease; CI, confidence interval; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; IRR, incidence rate ratio; n, number of children; 
NA, not applicable; Ref, reference; UC, ulcerative colitis.
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The strengths of our study are its large population size of 

more than one million children, long and complete follow-up, 

and the use of data from routine population-based databases 

in a setting of universal health care, virtually eliminating the 

risk of recall and selection bias. The algorithms for IBD and 

ASD have high validity,22,24,32 and because of prospective data 

collection, misclassifications of IBD or ASD are independent 

from each other. Such non-differential misclassification is 

expected to dilute observed associations. Because IBD and 

ASD are rare and we expect high specificity, the null result 

is unlikely to have resulted from such dilution. At the same 

time, the limited number of outcomes of the ASD subtypes 

among children with parental IBD in our study is causing lack 

of statistical precision for the ASD-type specific analyses; 

still, no overall risk increase was observed. Finally, we cannot 

rule out unknown confounding, but to explain the null result, 

a potential confounder would need to be protective of ASD.

In conclusion, the results in this study reassuringly sug-

gest that neither maternal nor paternal IBD increases the 

overall risk of ASD in a child.
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Table S1 iCD-8 and iCD-10 codes for iBD, autism spectrum 
disorders, and included psychiatric disorders

Diagnoses ICD diagnostic codes

asD 
  infantile autism 

atypical autism 
asperger syndrome 
Pervasive developmental disorder  
not otherwise specified

Crohn’s disease 
 
Ulcerative colitis 
 
schizophrenia and other paranoid psychoses

iCD-8: 299.00, 299.01 
iCD-10: F84.0 
iCD-10: F84.1 
iCD-10: F84.5 
iCD-10: F84.8, F89.9 
 
iCD-8: 563.01 
iCD-10: K50 
iCD-8: 563.19, 569.04 
iCD-10: K51 
iCD-8: 295, 297, 298.39 
iCD-10: F20-29

Mood disorders 
 
 
nervous conditions and personality disorders

iCD-8: 296, 298.09, 
298.19, 300.49, 301.19 
iCD-10: F30-39 
iCD-8: 300 except 
300.49, 301 except 
301.19 
iCD-10: F40, F60

Abbreviations: ASD, autism spectrum disorders; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; 
ICD-8, International Classification of Diseases, 8th revision; ICD-10, International 
Classification of Diseases, 10th revision.
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